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The Melbourne Music Scene 

For as long as Melbourne’s founding, the talents inside the music 
scene, whether it be producing, musician, hosting, has stood out 
amongst every other city in Australia. In this Zine there we are 
going to discuss the less commonly known stories, events, 
musicians, venues, and organizations that surround and support 
the Melbourne Music scene.  
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Covid’s Impact. 
Melbourne has more live music venues 
per capita than any other city in the whole 
world, and according to statistics Saturday 
night before the pandemic Melbourne’s 
venues would generate over $6 million 
and entertain over 110,000 live music 
lovers. That would be like hosting an AFL 
grand final every single week of just live music spread out amongst the cities. 

A statement that Dr. Sam Whiting (who is a lecturer in the creative industries at the university 
of south Australia, who has PhD research on Melbourne small live music venues, at the RMIT 
university) made at the beginning of the pandemic summarises what would become of these 
massive numbers and mass enjoyment. “These venues have been doing it tough for too long, 
and there’s a very good chance that they will not survive if financial support is diminished, 
and restrictions remain in place.” 

While most would agree that the Covid restrictions around unessential work were necessary, 
the impact on the Melbourne music scene and the overall economy of the city as a whole was 

tremendous. 

Dr Whiting - “With the industry now at breaking point, funding support cannot be administered 
via a top-down approach. Small venues need to pay their bills immediately if they are to 
survive, let alone drive positive economic impact and incubate the next generation of talent.” 

 

 

 

https://data.melbourne.vic.gov.au/Property/Live-Music-Venues/mgqj-necz#:%7E:text=OData%20Endpoint&text=Melbourne%20is%20widely%20known%20as,Live%20Music%20Census%20Report%202017).
https://data.melbourne.vic.gov.au/Property/Live-Music-Venues/mgqj-necz#:%7E:text=OData%20Endpoint&text=Melbourne%20is%20widely%20known%20as,Live%20Music%20Census%20Report%202017).
https://data.melbourne.vic.gov.au/Property/Live-Music-Venues/mgqj-necz#:%7E:text=OData%20Endpoint&text=Melbourne%20is%20widely%20known%20as,Live%20Music%20Census%20Report%202017).


 

 

 

Kyla Matsuura-Miller 
In, 2021 Kyla Matsuura-Miller won the Freedman Classical Fellowship, and was awarded her 
AmusA with Distinction in 2007, but why should we care? Because Kyla is a reflection on the 

direction that diversity plays in Melbourne’s up and coming music scene. 
Here’s her story: 
 
Kyla was born in Tokyo but raised in Australia. Like most musicians that go on to do great 
things she showed an interest in music from a young age. Her parents nurtured her love of 
music and signed her up for lessons with a prestigious teacher with Phillip Taylor. 

At the age of 28 she has already played in many orchestral programs, both in state and out, 
nationwide. She’s played at the National Music Camp program with the Australian Youth 
Orchestra and in 2013 accepted offers for both seasons of the AYO. This includes the:  

• European International Tour,  
• Chamber Players 
• The Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra 

She has also made a name for herself in Brisbane, being apart of and recording with several 
bands. These include: 

• Chris Healey 
• James Ball and Ryan Walsh (recording a solo on the song “The Turning”. 
• Michael Bakrnchev 
• Jake Bragg 
• Samantha Wolf 

All being said, Kyla Matsuura-Miller is an 
outstanding story of a first generation, 
immigrants rise to respect, awards, and overall 
fame in the Melbourne and Australian music 
scene. 



 

 

 

Hidden Gems of Melbourne’s independent 
music scene 
Something monumental to the success of the 
Melbourne music scene it is appreciation for 
independent music. Melbourne is the largest 
independent music city in Australia. That 
being said the only way to properly support an 
industry that relies on word of mouth is to talk 
about it. Here are some hidden gems that 
didn’t get that word of mouth due to the 
pandemic. 

‘The Answer’ – Big Words (2017)  

‘Marriage for All or None at All’ – Karate 
Boogaloo (2020)  

‘Sweetness’ – Sweet Whirl (2020)  

‘I Fell Over’ – Skyscraper Stan (2015)  

‘Maybe’ – RICEWINE (2017)  

‘Unfamiliar Ground’ – Jess Ribeiro 
(2015)  

‘Flower Tea’ – Franco Cozzo (2018)  

‘The Cruel Millennial’ – King Gizzard & 
The Lizard Wizard (2019)  

‘Girls on the TV’ – Laura Jean (2018)  

 
  

Alternatively, here are some of Melbourne’s 
nationally appreciated independent music 
studios.  

• Research records 
• Cool death records 
• College of knowledge records 
• Butter sessions 
• Our golden friend 
• Anti-fade records 
• Left ear records 
• Spunk records 
• Marthouse records 
• Heart of the rat records 
• Animals dancing 
• Aarght Records 

The list continues. These initially small record 
companies are apart of why the Melbourne 
music scene and world is so unique, 



 

 

 

Narrative of the Neighborhood 
 
Something that often gets overlooked is the people trying to see what’s 
overlooked. That’s what the people over at ‘Narrative of the neighbourhood’ 
attempt to do. Narrative of the neighbourhood is a podcast / website series 
based in north Melbourne that attempts to unravel the unique Melbourne music 
scene.  

Although Narrative of the Neighbourhood is still in continuation, there is 
something to be admired of the way in which the Melbourne music scene is 
adored and watched closely by people everywhere.

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

Songlines Music 
Songlines Music Aboriginal Corporation was started in 1994 with the aim to 
provide a readily available platform for all first nations people to spread their 
music and voice. Songlines does this through planning of events, recording 
studios and festivals in collaboration with First nations people. 
 
Songlines has been operating in the growing Melbourne music scene for over 
two decades and has achieved tremendous amounts of success through 
gaining a wider appreciation and acceptance for first nations and Torres Strait 
Musicians. 
 
Songlines has been known to hold the largest Indigenous music events in 
Victoria. Offering an invaluable contribution to all Indigenous economic and 
communicative development through the arts. 
 
Some Musicians who support Songlines music include: 

• Kutcha Edwards 
• Archie Roach 
• The Deans 
• Emma Donovan 
• Philly 
• Yung Warriors 
• Tjimba Possum-

burn 
• Lady Lash 
• Maurial Spearim 
• Jayden Lillyst 
• Jack Ansell 
• Dave Arden 
• Carroll Karpanny 
• Bunna Lawrie 
• Bart Willoughby 
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